WHY
IBOARDTOUCH
for education
Making an informed
decision
WHAT TEACHERS SAY

“The iBoardTouch...itʼs the ﬁrst thing that
goes on in the morning and the last thing
that goes oﬀ before I go home.”
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iBoardTouch...
is a British technology brand that is leading the way in manufacturing
complete touchscreen solutions - superb interactive multi-touch screens
built to last and software ideal for education.
For teachers used to traditional whiteboard projector systems, one of the
beneﬁts you’ll notice ﬁrst is that you no longer need to spend time
calibrating, just walk up to the screen and start teaching.
We are also the ﬁrst manufacturer to oﬀer users transitioning from
traditional projector systems the ability to use their existing Smart
.notebook and Promethean ﬁles with all the layering and animation intact.
Engage your students with new technology whilst still using valuable
existing resources!
The heart of our solution
iBoardTouch oﬀers you combined hardware and software this means that
technical support for the hardware and the software is always handled
promptly by a single company.
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Our Interactive
Whiteboard Software
opens all your ﬁles...
making it easy to create lesson
content
With IWB Pro access your ﬁles directly from
Dropbox

Google Drive

Smart Exchange

Classﬂow

Promethean Planet

Drag them onto the canvas, use IWB Pro’s
embedded tools, pens and mini apps to
enhance your ﬁles and create
interactive classroom resources.
No need to have the original
software installed, IWB Pro does the
conversion for you!
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The only software that
opens Smart and
Promethean ﬁles...
a seamless transition to modern,
cutting edge touch technology
Open your Smart .notebook and Promethean ﬁles with all the layering and
animations intact! Reassuringly familiar resources when you need them on
your giant tablet (iBoardTouch) on the wall!
IWB Pro also means you don’t have to pay subscription fees for Smart or
Promethean software. No need to have the original software installed, IWB
Pro does the conversion for you!

Why iBoardTouch?
We are highly receptive to customer feedback. We’ve worked with a
number of schools using IWB Pro and DigiClass on software enhancement
features and are very proud of being able to oﬀer a software collection
that is proprietary, developed in-house with our own team of software
developers. This means we can respond rapidly to our customers feedback.

IWB Pro
Exceptional Interactive Whiteboarding Software.
Along with the usual pens, shapes, lines, page colours and tools, use
powerful mini apps like screen recorder for evidencing, page replay to go
over concepts just discussed, board in board to refer to aims and targets
and desktop mode to annotate on absolutely any document. Open
resource bank and choose content from installed libraries or add your own
content quickly and easily. Handwriting recognition, visualisers, maths
tools and more, IWB Pro has market leading and comprehensive features.
Why not ask for a demo.

DigiClass
Present, Share, Teach Collaborate.
Connect up to 40 iPads, Android tablets or Windows devices wirelessly to
the iBoardTouch front of class screen. Collaborate on ﬁles together and
send ﬁles to one another. Making collaboration easy, teachers can forget
the technology and focus on what they do best.
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DigiVote
A voting panel plugin for DigiClass gives you the option to engage
participants in quick votes. Facilitate whole class responses, perfect for
engaging students who don’t normally speak up. Responses are collated
immediately for you to gauge understanding and potentially tailor the
rest of the session to cover ‘weak’ areas.

iFlipChart
As simple to use as a pen, just walk up to your iBoardTouch and start
working. A simpliﬁed toolbar perfect for anyone who wants to make
simple notes and drawings. Specially suited to younger children who can
walk up to the iBoardTouch and get started straight away, no orientation
required. Pens, shapes, brushes, desktop annotation and resource bank all
included!

CONTACT: INFO@IBOARDTOUCH.COM
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